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What is Omnigen®?

Omnigen® is a natural material derived from the

amniotic membrane (amnion), part the of sac

that surrounds a baby in the womb. This

material has natural wound healing properties,

that helps to prevent problematic inflammation

and supports your body’s wound-healing

process.
A

A range of ocular wounds can be treated with

the amnion. Omnigenmay be considered if you

have an eye infection, inflammatory condition,

abrasion or long-lasting defect. It may be used

as a permanent graft to support the structure

and re-growth of your natural tissue or as a

temporary wound healing dressing that will be

removed.
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For further information about Omnigen® please

contact your healthcare professional or visit the

NuVision website.

How can I access treatment 
with Omnigen?

Omnigen is available for treatment through the
National Health Service (NHS) and at certain private

clinics. Your healthcare professional will be able to

advise you on Omnigen’s availability to you.

Are there any risks with 
Omnigen use?

Omnigen is unlikely to provoke an immune

response. All local and international guidance are

followed to ensure the quality and safety of the

tissue for human application. However, the

possibility of transmitting infective agents cannot

be totally excluded. This also applies to unknown

or emerging viruses, prions and other pathogens.

At present, there is no effective testing for variant

Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (vCJD), nor any means

of treatment. Although the residual risk of vCJD

transmission is considered to be low; a residual

risk may exist, and this should be considered.



What does Omnigen do?

The amniotic sac used to develop Omnigen

surrounds, protects and nurtures the foetus during

pregnancy, and plays an essential role in foetal

development. The amnion contains natural

proteins that have important healing properties:

• Anti-inflammatory to balance the immune

response for healthy healing

• Aids healing of wounds

• Prevents unwanted development of blood

vessels

• Reduces unwanted tissue growth

These properties mean Omnigen promotes

regeneration of tissue and wound healing.

Key benefits of Omnigen®:

• Reduces inflammation

• Promotes healing

• Reduces pain

• Rapid treatment

• May remove the need for surgery

How will Omnigen be applied?

without surgery during an outpatient appointment
within a special contact lens (called OmniLenz®).
Consult your specialist for details on how Omnigen®

will be applied.

How is Omnigen collected?

Women who donate Omnigen® give informed

consent for their amniotic sac to be collected and

used after birth via elective caesarean and receive

no payment or benefit for doing so. We screen

potential donors’ medical history for evidence of

infectious and autoimmune diseases and lifestyle

choices that could increase the risk of transmitting

infectious disease. They undergo blood tests for

diseases including but not exclusive:

• HIV I & HIV II

• Hepatitis B

• Hepatitis C

• HTLV-I

• Syphilis

• Cytomegalovirus

NuVision following Joint Blood Transfusion and

Tissue Transplantation Services Professional

Advisory Committee UK guidelines when

consenting all donors.

How is Omnigen processed?

We produce Omnigen by delicately processing

the amnion in sterile conditions using a

specialised technique, which we call the Tereo®

process, that capture the natural healing

properties of amnion. The Tereo process is

carried out according to the HTA guide to

quality and safety assurance for human tissue

and cells for patient treatment, enforced and

monitored by the United Kingdom Human

Tissue Authority (HTA). Omnigen® is treated

with antibiotic-antimycotic solution during

manufacture and Omnigen contains trace

amounts of antibiotics. Therefore, you should

inform your health care professional if you are

allergic to any of the following antibiotics:

Gentamicin, Imipenem, Polymyxin B,

Vancomycin and Nystatin.If you have an eye condition treated with Omnigen,
it will either be placed on your eye during surgery or
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